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The paper discusses significance of subsidiary units within communes (in Polish: solectwo) in strengthening the process of social commitment in local management. Provisions of the Act on the Village Fund of 21st February 2014 that gave the local authorities a tool enhancing active citizenship have been dealt with. It is worth mentioning that in 2016 the Village Fund covered the population of 11 million. This was a significant share of Polish citizens that decided to participate voluntarily in local management.
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Introduction. Social engagement characterized by active participation in local management gives a great opportunity to depoliticize the communal self-government and subject it under the citizens’ supervision. Own tasks carried out by local authorities (self-government) are designed to satisfy social needs of inhabitants that is why their realization should not become a part of political turmoil or a “hostage” of politics. Active participation of inhabitants of basic territorial units convinces them that a vote and involvement of each person are important in solving problems on the local level. It reveals significance of the people’s voice in deciding on public matters. Active participation of inhabitants plays a significant role in constructing the civil society and strengthening democratic institutions.

Social commitment as a form of inhabitants’ voluntary participation in local management. Pursuant to the Constitution of the Republic of Poland of 2 April 1997 the commune is the basic unit of local government. It is inhabited by a self-governing community that is formed on the basis of social, cultural and economic bonds, established on local grounds. In making the commune the basic unit of territorial self-government [6], according to the Act on Local Government of 8 March 1990, the legislator conferred on its inhabitants the authority in this unit [16]. The said Act states that the inhabitants of the commune take decisions in common voting (by elections and referenda) or through communal authorities. The inhabitants participate in exercising power at local level also by means of public consultation. In case subsidiary units are established in the commune, the inhabitants manage some communal tasks directly. The right to decide, vested in inhabitants of a local community, is for many of them a perfect school of democracy. So is the right of local community to participate in local management based on these grounds. According to Giovanni Sartori, in participation theory it is significant that it is based on the “concept of engagement” perceived as “properly and reasonably understood participation”. In his opinion, the said commitment “consists in personal participation and active and eager involvement”. Moreover, Giovanni Sartori claims: “Engagement is not a prosaic being a part of something, or unwanted, compulsory consolidation with something” [11, p.148]. Sartori is convinced that voluntary participation, including active engagement, constitutes the sense of democracy and thus is a foundation for establishing the “infrastructure for the whole superstructure that is for the democratic system” [11, p. 148].

Social engagement in local management, according to many researchers, to a larger extent favors making rational decisions and solutions. It strengthens condition of local community by way of integration, thus limiting the probability of exclusion of individuals from the local community. The engaged local community is a natural basis for shaping and strengthening the social capital. Voluntary participation, involvement of the local community in managing the basic territorial unit, contributes to optimization of use of creative resources. It was rightly considered that application of various forms of social engagement at the local level constitutes the innovative solution within the social field. The advantage of such form of management is also a fact, pointed out by professor Elżbieta Mączyńska that it enables to minimize or even to eliminate from the social realm the argument culture, permanent aggression, society of deception, passiveness and increasing sense of anxiety, hostile provocativeness and destructive criticism towards others [8, p. 132–134].

In recent years the discussion on strengthening social engagement on the local level has intensified. It results from the fact that inhabitants of communes have become indifferent to problems the local governments must deal with. Decision-making that in fact is managing public matters related directly to inhabitants of a certain settlement unit was left in the hands of representations. Such step weakened emotional bonds between inhabitants of the commune. Basic territorial unit became only a place where they live, pay taxes and in return they expect to have their needs provided for by the elected representatives organs. Giving the authority to decide on local society exclusively in the hands of representative bodies resulted in limiting
the number of citizens participating in local elections. Most of inhabitants of communes have withdrawn from public life. As a result, observing a low turnout in local elections, we may note that minority electing local authorities, often decides on the way the needs of majority, who is passive and uninvolved, shall be provided for. This was confirmed by the voter turnout in the local government elections in Poland within 1998–2014. The turnout did not exceed 50% of eligible voters, and fluctuated between the maximum 47.68% in 2014 and the minimum 44.23% in 2002. In 1998 it reached 45.45% and in 2006 45.99%. In the year 2010 it was 47.32% and in 2014 it was estimated at 47.68% [1, p. 18]. Analysis of that phenomenon allows to draw several conclusions. Inhabitants of the basic territorial units are “convinced that their actions have no meaning and real influence on the decision-making process (low level of political effectiveness), and that favorable actions (or election results) meeting their expectations will take place anyway without their involvement; their knowledge is too narrow to allow their involvement, they lack mobilization to engage in politics better” [5, p. 86]. On such basis a low level of trust in local authorities arouse among citizens on the local level. Following the so called state theory of territorial government, the very existence of local government should increase management effectiveness and contributes to formation of local community involved in solving their own problems. However, the observed phenomenon of withdrawal of citizens from active managing the basic territorial unit contradicts the theory.

**Subsidiary units as a form of intra-communal decentralization.** Being the basic territorial unit, the commune, pursuant to the Act of 8 March 1990 is entitled to establish subsidiary units. Decision of the municipal council on formation or liquidation of the subsidiary unit depends on the consultations carried out with the inhabitants. Professor Paweł Swianiewicz points out the fact that subsidiary units in the commune are a form of intra-communal decentralization [13, p. 56]. Within town municipalities the subsidiary units are usually called districts, residential quarters or housing estates; within rural communes they are called “solectwo” or village units. The authority in “solectwo” is held by the “solectwo assemblies”, as the legislative body, and “soltys” (Medieval Latin “sculdasius”, often translated into English as the “village leader”, “head of a village” or “village governor”), as the executive body. Activities of “soltys” are supported by the “solectwo council” (“village leaders’ council”). In districts/quarters and housing estates the legislative power lies in the hands of the district/quarter (estate) council, whilst the executive power is exercised by the estate management headed by the president.

In spite of the fact that subsidiary units of the commune are not endowed with legal personality, they have a great potential of emancipation and empowerment of the smallest local communities of citizens that live together and integrate [13, p. 56]. Potentially, giving the power of subsidiary units into the hands of unquestionable local leaders may result in increasing the activeness of local societies and increase of level of their participation in local management. It must be emphasized that inhabitants of subsidiary units sometimes define their needs better, so there is a chance their needs shall be better provided for. Not unimportant in this context is the fact that passing a part of decisions concerning provision for social needs onto the subsidiary units results in an increase of quality of local democracy. Thus, local knowledge is better applied. Subsidiary units allow to perform tasks allocated to them by the commune more effectively. Reason for this includes their better adaptation to local (site related) conditions [13, p. 57].

However, accounts on the influence of subsidiary units within communes on strengthening participatory democracy of citizens are not always put in practice of everyday life. It should be noted that solectwo is a particularly interesting research subject as far as the context of participatory democracy is concerned. According to surveys concerning the attendance of inhabitants of a village at village assemblies within 2010-2013 conducted by Arkadiusz Ptak, the average attendance fluctuated between 5.26% and 8.28% [10, p. 145]. It may slightly increase, according to Arkadiusz Ptak on occasion of elections of soltys and solectwo council. However, additional factor must be occur here; social community must be dissatisfied with the work of soltys or the solectwo council. Arkadiusz Ptak also points out that higher attendance rate may be observed at annual reporting meetings when the mayor or head of the rural commune arrive. In case of other assemblies, attendance does not deviate from the one mentioned above. It is in a way explained by the fact that a large amount of inhabitants thinks there is no need to participate in the meetings since a good soltys and solecki council were elected so “let them decide” [10, p. 145].
Act on Village Fund as the factor strengthening social involvement. The legislator assumed that the village fund was to increase voluntary participation of inhabitants in managing their subsidiary unit. The village fund has operated in Poland since 2009 on the basis of the Act on Village Fund of 20 February 2009 [14]. On 21 February 2014 the Polish Parliament adopted another Act on Village Fund [15] thus replacing the previous statute of 2009. In the Act on Village Fund of 2014 the legislator states that the fund shall mean the financial means for the village subsidiary units allocated from the commune budget upon the resolution of the municipal council. The resources are to be spent on realization of undertakings that were applied for by solectwo interested in obtaining the funds. The legislator adds, however, that undertakings to be realized by solectwo should belong to the catalogue of the so called own tasks of the commune and should serve the improvement of the quality of life of inhabitants of subsidiary units. They must be consistent with the strategy of commune development. It is emphasized that the village fund was prepared as a certain “start-up”, to commence the process of development of villages and changing of their space. [17, p. 10].

In the mentioned Act on Village Fund of 21 February 2014 the legislator decides that the municipal council obtains a complete freedom with regard to allocating or non-allocating the resources for the village fund from the commune budget. The municipal council is, however, encouraged to take a positive decision on allocating the finances by the statutory guarantee of return to the commune of 40 %, 30 % or 20 % of the allocated resources from the state budget. In comparison to the Act on Village fund that was in force within 2009–2013 the amount of return from the state budget has been increased by 10 %; according to the previous statute the respective return sums amounted to 10 %, 20 % and 30 %. Such change was justified by the Ministry of Administration and Digitization in the following way: “the purpose of the new Act on Village Fund is to increase the rate of communes where the village fund is to be established by 15 %, that is up to the level of 70 % of the general amount of communes in the state. In order to achieve such result the return of commune expenses related to the village fund from state budget was increased by 10 percentage points, i. e. to the level of 20, 30 and 40 %” [7]. The legislator introduced additional provision to the new Act establishing the limit of expenses from the state budget on the set purpose. For the year 2015 the expenditure threshold was 98,000,000 PLN, in 2016 – 129,000,000 PLN. For the year 2017 the limit was determined as 132,000,000 PLN and for 2018 – 135,500,000 PLN. Application of this provision consists in introducing the so-called “correcting mechanism” that is used when the expenditure threshold is exceeded. It was applied in 2017. The minister competent for public administration, basing on the information collected from voivodes (the heads of the region or province called in Polish “wojewodztwo” and commonly translated into English as “voivodeship”), estimated that the total amount of expenditure from the state budget on the village fund should reach 148,088,417 PLN. After application of the correcting mechanism the amount was limited to 132,000,000 PLN. As a result, instead of the return of 20 %, 30 % and 40 % there will be a return of 17.827 %, 26.741 % and 35.654 % [4]. The state as of 2015 was different, though. The total amount of return from the state budget on realization of the village fund in 2014 was 90,266,762 PLN and the determined threshold- 98,000,000 PLN.

Thus, saving was achieved, as only 92.1 % of the allocated amount was used. The said Act of 21st February 2014 introduced several practical solutions that are to facilitate realization of tasks related to the village funds in the subsidiary units. A good solution is the decision that a few villages may realize one task together, provided that the commonly realized tasks will be financed by the village funds with means allocated to each village on the bases of a separate application submitted by it to the commune council. Another practical solution is a provision that states that during the budget year, but not earlier than the budget for a particular year is adopted, and not later than until 31st October of a particular budget year, the solectwo may submit to the executive body (mayor, head of the city council or city president) an application for changing of the previously accepted tasks, provided that the changes are within the expenditure limits. The said provision was justified by the Ministry of Administration and Digitization with the practical argument that solectwo could have achieved saving at realization of the previously approved tasks. Thus, unused resources may be effectively spent by widening the scope of realized tasks.

The Act on Village Fund of 21 February 2014 obligates local governments to meet the legally binding deadlines for tasks realization. The first deadline is 31st July of the year preceding the budget year. Before this date the mayor provides Soltys with the information on the amount of resources allocated for a particular solectwo. On the same day the information is passed by the mayor to the province governor (the
voivode), who, having verified the necessary data, submits the information to the Minister for Public Affairs by 15th August. In the next phase Soltsys, solectwo council or a group of at least 15 adult inhabitants of a village convenes the solectwo assembly in order to make decision concerning the purpose on which the village fund is to be spent. It is important to estimate costs of the proposed tasks. Moreover, it is significant to prepare justification of proposed tasks and submit it to the mayor. The application prepared in the manner as described above is submitted to the mayor’s office before 30th September of the year preceding the budget year. The application is subject to verification and within 7 days is either approved or rejected. If it is rejected, soltys has 7 days to convene the solectwo assembly and may correct the application and submit it to the mayor’s office. The municipal council may then within 30 days approve or reject this new application. The last decision of the municipal council is binding.

According to the legislator’s intentions, the village fund is to be the tool for reconstruction of micro-democracy at the level of the smallest local communities, i.e. the subsidiary units of the commune. Participation of inhabitants of the subsidiary unit in the local management is to be carried out by the village community which prepares and realizes the approved task. Participation of young people in village assemblies is highly recommended, although they do not have the voting right. However, their opinion and advice is important as well. Thus, the solectwo assembly may also fulfill the educational function [2].

Ryszard Wilczyński, an initiator of the Polish village recovery program, points out that the resources from the village fund ought to contribute to the development and renewal of the Polish village. The village renewal he understood as “immense transformation firstly of inhabitants whose participation in an increasing number of undertakings instills respect for their village as an important values and stimulates the sense of responsibility for its future. The intended renewal of the village: renaissance of social life and an offer of events, attractiveness of public space and acquired public utility facilities, are somehow secondary. In a village this is people who count. It is their will and determination that shape quality of life, whilst achievements enrich them with new civic identity [17, p. 7]. To explain the concept of village renewal we need to point out that the main aim of this process is to comprehensively create the conditions of life of village inhabitants through preservation of “what is good and characteristic for the village”. This refers particularly to the landscape, spatial planning, architecture, and social interactions, natural and cultural heritage”. [3, p. 10] When implementing village renewal programs one must focus on the fact that “village has its own character which must be preserved”. [3, p. 10].

It is believed that inhabitants of solectwo, observing transformations taking place in their subsidiary unit owing to the application of the resources form village fund, will engage themselves in the life of micro-community and, as a result, mechanisms of civic society will be strengthened. However, this much desired effect may be achieved by application of the village funds, and, at relatively low cost may improve the state of democracy at the level of local micro-community. According to the data from the monitoring conducted by the Citizens Network Watchdog Poland, the amounts allocated to the village fund depending on the number of inhabitants and wealth of the village fluctuate between 5 thousand and 25 thousand PLN per one solectwo. As a result, they constitute approx. 0.5 % of total expenses of village communes [12]. At the same time, it is estimated that inhabitants of solectwo, deciding to perform the tasks within the village fund, shall multiply the acquired resources by contribution of their own work and equipment. We cannot disregard the importance of acquiring external sponsors. Thus, the adopted principle is implemented that says “establishing the village fund aimed at propagation of the effect, according to the rule that creation of the conditions of life should be delegated to the inhabitants and the commune and state should just provide tools necessary to stimulating and maintaining activeness of solectwo”. [17, p. 7]

On the basis of data of 2016 published by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Administration, the Act on Village Fund introduced the standardized system of supporting local initiatives that was highly appreciated by inhabitants of communes. It was noted that within 2009-2013 55 % of communes where village units (solectwo) were located benefited from the village fund. In 2010 financial resources for the village fund were allocated in budgets of 1178 communes. In 2015 this number increased to 1419. The amount constituted 65.27 % of all communes where village units (solectwo) were located. The fund covered 9,861,225 inhabitants in 25,063 villages. In 2016 the fund was approved in 1498 communes where solectwa were located, which constituted 68.87 % communes having the subsidiary units [4]. Estimated data shows that in 2016 the village fund covered
about 27,432 villages and 11 million of their inhabitants. The total amount of resources allocated as part of the village fund as for 2016 was estimated at 428,565,712 PLN.

In the report on control of the operation of village funds of 2013 published by the Polish Supreme Chamber of Control we read that owing to the funds the inhabitants’ engagement in the solectwo matters has increased, despite the fact that sometimes only minor, however important for local communes, undertakings were realized. It is observed that the largest amount of tasks was related to culture, infrastructure, including roads and sidewalks, and municipal engineering. [9] In details: inhabitants of villages spent the resources acquired from the fund to organize and improve the quality of local roads, to construct sidewalks, cycle paths, playgrounds and related to them outdoor gyms and playfields. Squares were constructed, village ponds and parks were revitalized, wooden architecture was erected- arbors, sheds and other facilities. The funds were spent on redecoration or construction of village community rooms, on equipment for these facilities. The developing Farm Housewives Circles were equipped with domestic appliances.

Despite the increasing popularity of the village fund, still not all communes decide to benefit from it. Reasons for resignation from this tool that indeed helps to increase the inhabitants’ participation in managing the subsidiary unit are quoted by the Supreme Chamber of Control: avoiding dispersion of financial resources (justification given by 23% of mayors), lack of interest on the part of heads of the village (soltys) and inhabitants of the village to create the fund (17%), lack of financial resources that could be allocated (16%), unclear regulations and limitations related to expenditures (9%). [9]

**Concluding remarks.** According to experts’ opinions, the village fund has become a good tool that increases voluntary involvement and participation of subsidiary units in local management. Owing to the obtained resources the village space is shaped by the interested parties themselves. The participants, when noting that their opinions and suggestions are taken into consideration in the decision-making process are emotionally more involved in preparation of the following projects. Thus, together with the material value in the form of development of local infrastructure and, consequently, the village transformation, the non-material value was gained, that is the ongoing process of integration of village inhabitants sharing the same values based on strong emotional bonds. On such basis little homelands - the micro-communities that may define their needs and choose the way of their fulfillment – arise.
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